**BreezeMAX 3650 Micro Base Station**

Offer WiMAX services and get fast ROI with the cost-effective, easy-to-deploy BreezeMAX 3650 Micro Base Station. Offering superior flexibility and expandability, this high-performance broadband wireless solution enables you to deploy up to 4 sectors with a single unit. Achieve true 2nd-order diversity for expanded coverage on a single sector or double your throughput with an additional unit.

### Special Offer!

Deploy 4 sectors with one base station for only $18,500!
And with the purchase of a BreezeMAX Micro base station get any number of BreezeMAX 3650 CPEs for only $365 each.

### Alvarion Multi-Modem Channel Key Features

- **MMC (Multi-Modem Channel)** allows sharing Micro base station over 1-4 sectors.
- **MIMO Matrix A (STC)** increases link budget up to 50% in cell radius and offers enhanced reliability of the Tx information.
- **Cyclic Delay Diversity (CDD)** improves transmission reliability and enables flexibility to apply diversity for the MAP Zone.
- **MRRC (Maximum Receive Ratio Combining)** increases UL gain, balancing UL and DL power budgets.
- **OFDMA (Uplink sub-channelization)** increases the SNR and improves the modulation rate.
**Unique Capability:**
**Pay as You Grow MMC Feature**

The BreezeMAX 3650 Micro base station enables the unique ability to offer services in 4 sectors, easily expand and reconfigure as you add subscribers in different sectors, and grow your service.

- Deploy up to 4 sectors with 1 base station.
- Choose to double capacity in all sectors, or quadruple in one sector by adding a second base station.
- Minimal expansion costs - One Micro base station supports four ODUs with antennas.
- Same ODUs as the BreezeMAX 3650 for easy migration and interoperability.
- Pay as you grow for fast return on your investment.

---

**Ask your AlRpartner how to take advantage of this limited time offer or contact Alvarion today!**

Learn more at www.alvarion.com/3650performance